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Study the given poster carefully and answer the questions that follow:

 

     z
Q1. What is the theme of the poster?

a) Effects of earthquakes
b) Earthquakes and the required precautions
c) Disaster Management
d) none of these

 
Q2. What does Disaster Management mean?

a) management of resources and responsibilities dealing with emergencies
b) management of resources and responsibilities dealing with economy
c) management of resources and responsibilities dealing with exports
d)  none of these

 
Q3. Which of the following statements is wrong?

i) Take refuge in a corner of the room.
ii) Keep away from 
iii) Don’t panic; have patience.
iv) Touch the electric poles.

a)  i      b)  ii        c) iii        
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Study the given poster carefully and answer the questions that follow:

Q1. What is the theme of the poster? 
Effects of earthquakes 
Earthquakes and the required precautions
Disaster Management 
none of these 

Q2. What does Disaster Management mean?
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with emergencies
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with economy
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with exports
none of these 

Q3. Which of the following statements is wrong?
Take refuge in a corner of the room. 
Keep away from the buildings if you are in the open.
Don’t panic; have patience. 
Touch the electric poles. 
i      b)  ii        c) iii        d) iv 
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Study the given poster carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

Earthquakes and the required precautions 

Q2. What does Disaster Management mean? 
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with emergencies
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with economy 
management of resources and responsibilities dealing with exports 

Q3. Which of the following statements is wrong? 
 

if you are in the open. 
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management of resources and responsibilities dealing with emergencies 
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Q4. What is the antonym of ‘immediately’? 
a) hastily 
b) freely 
c) exactly 
d) tardily 

Q5. The synonym of ‘patience’ is…… 
a) impatience    b) endurance     c) stability       d) none of these 

 
 

 
 

 


